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RENEWABLE ENERGY

A solar array at Beech Fork State Park
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Solar developers see bright future
Bills introduced in the Legislature
this session could impact how
West Virginians buy electricity
By Robert Saunders
Metro staff

More homeowners and
businesses in West Virginia
are seeing solar as an economical source of renewable
energy that can lower their
power bill.
This comes after years of
rising costs for electricity. According to a report released
by the West Virginia University Bureau of Business & Economic Research, West Virginia
has experienced a rapid rise
in electricity prices over the
past decade. Prices rose more
than 6 percent per year on
average in all categories between 2008 and 2017 — the
fastest growth rate in the nation during this period.
The growth of solar as an
industry is also creating jobs.
Solar energy accounted for
roughly twice as many jobs in
2017 as the coal industry, according to a report released
by the Energy Futures Initiative, a Washington-based nonprofit. A report from the U.S.
Department of Energy released in 2017 said that solar
added more than 73,000 new
jobs to the U.S. economy
during the previous year.
Although the climate in
Washington for supporting renewable energy is uncertain,
tax credits for going solar are
still available. At the end of
this year, the 30 percent tax
credit is set to step down to
26 percent.
That’s one reason Dan
Conant, founder of Solar Holler, thinks 2019 is going to be
a big year. From its beginnings as a small startup in
2013 in Shepherdstown, Solar
Holler has expanded its reach
and installed solar arrays in
more than 1,000 homes, businesses and nonprofits across
the state.
“We are seeing tremendous
growth,” Conant said. “I think
2019 is going to be a fun
ride. Things are just getting
going.”
He said that Solar Holler
hired more crew members in
December, and now has 30
full-time employees building
several projects per week.
“They are scattered all across
West Virginia,” Conant said.
The jobs aren’t all in construction, he added. “We’ve
got folks doing design and
engineering work, warehouse
managers, electricians and
staff for finance and sales.
Solar is not only creating jobs
– it’s creating jobs for diverse
skill sets.”
The rapid growth led Solar
Holler to develop an apprenticeship program with Coalfield Development and Mountwest Community and Technical College in Huntington.
Coalfield Development is a
nonprofit organization headquartered in Wayne that helps
unemployed people get on-thejob training and professional
certification opportunities.
“We launched the program
three-and-a-half years ago,”
Conant said. “Through that
program, we were paying for

students’
associate
degrees at
Mountwest,
their electrical apprenticeships
and journeyman
classes and
for their solar certificaConant
tions. Then,
they were
signing on as apprentices
with us for two-and-a-half
years. It was a way for us to
build up the workforce, and
also a way to get labor dollars back into the southern
coalfields.”
The new tariffs imposed by
the Trump administration
have had an impact on the
solar panel market, but
Conant sees it as a bump in
the road.
“We keep an eye on it.
There are very few solar panels being produced in the
U.S., maybe 1 or 2 percent of
the world’s supply. We depend on a worldwide supply
chain. We do get some from
California. The rest we are
getting from Mexico, Norway
and South Korea. We don’t
get panels from China.”

Legislation
As far as state laws go,
West Virginia’s record for
supporting solar is mixed.
A bill introduced in the current session of the West Virginia Legislature – Senate Bill
409 – would legalize what’s
called “power purchase agreements” or PPAs. A similar
bill, HB 2911, has been introduced in the House.
PPAs allow consumers to
buy energy directly from third
parties that offer energy from
renewable resources, such as
solar and wind. Current law
requires consumers to pur-

The solar industry is creating new jobs and putting dollars back
into regions hit by declining jobs in the southern coalfields.
chase electricity from a
state-regulated utility company.
The lead sponsor of the
Senate bill is Sen. Patricia
Rucker (R-Jefferson). “My district has a lot of people interested in solar. These PPAs are
allowed in a lot of states. We
should have freedom to
choose alternative
energy options,”
Rucker
said.
Rucker
succeeded
in getting
several
Democrat
and RepubRucker
lican
co-sponsors
for the bill, which was referred to the Energy, Industry
and Mining committee on
Jan. 23 – where it remains as
of press time.
Danny Chiotos of Charleston is founder of Vandalia Energy Services, a grant-writing
and consulting company. He
worked with Rucker on the
bill. “In the real world, PPAs
allow nonprofit organizations
like schools to go solar with
no down payment,” he said.
“This is a first step.”
A coalition group called
“West Virginians for Energy
Freedom” is lobbying for the
bill. The group’s website says
that under a PPA, a developer
can take advantage of federal
energy investment tax credits

and pass along those savings
to tax-exempt customers in
the form of lowered energy
costs.
Autumn Long of Harrison
County is involved with the
coalition group, and she is
also a spokesperson for Solar
United Neighbors of West Virginia, a state version of a
larger, national nonprofit, Solar United Neighbors.
“We are dedicated to educating people and helping
them go solar,” Long said.
She agreed with Chiotos
that PPAs are essentially a financing mechanism. She adds
that they can benefit homeowners as well as nonprofits.
“It would allow a developer
to install solar panels on a
person’s property, and the
customer would buy the energy produced by the panels on
a per-kilowatt-hour basis –
just like you buy your electricity from a utility company
now. It offers a way of going
solar without having to pay
any costs upfront,” Long said.
She said this is the first
time a PPA bill has been introduced in the Legislature.
“Everyone we’ve talked to,
once they understand what
this bill would do, is basically
supportive of it. It appeals to
both sides of the aisle, and
gives the legislators an opportunity to come together and
support something really positive.”
But electric utility companies have worked to block

PPAs. Appalachian Power,
which provides electricity for
about one million customers
in West Virginia, Virginia and
Tennessee, is not in favor of
bills like SB 409, according to
Jeri Matheney, communications director for Appalachian
Power.
“PPAs set up winners and
losers. The winners are the
solar and wind developers –
but they are not the customers. In effect, PPAs subsidize
purchase power agreements
for that small group of customers who use large
amounts of electricity, but in
doing so it shifts fixed costs
to other customers. If there
are fewer customers remaining with the utility, those
fixed costs get shared among
fewer customers, which can
increase rates,” Matheney
said.
Matheney points out that
customers already have several ways to use renewable energy, including net metering.
“With net metering, customers
can generate their own power
and utilities pay for the excess energy they don’t use,”
she said.
Conant agrees about the
value of net metering – it’s
one reason why Conant is optimistic regardless of what
happens with the PPA bills.
“Net metering monitors the
power you send out and allows people to get credits on
their utility bill. Net metering
was put in place over 12
years ago and is solid,” he
said.
“The bottom line is that solar is affordable and will continue to grow in homes across
the state. Nothing the Legislature is considering would help
or hinder that,” he said.

Solar co-ops
While Long supports PPAs,
she said Solar United Neighbors is more about education
and opportunity than advocacy.
“Our bread and butter is
forming local bulk purchase
programs. We call them solar
co-ops. They allow people in
a community to go solar to-

gether. We act as a consumer
advocate and get bids from
area solar installers. The coop then selects a single installer to service everyone at
a group rate. We’ve set up 20
co-ops in the state since
2014.”
Long said they’ve done two
solar co-ops in Kanawha
County. In the spring, the
group is hoping to start a
Kanawha Valley co-op that
stretches from Charleston to
Huntington. “It’s in the planning stages,” she said. “We
hope to work with community
partners, municipalities and
local organizations. Having
community support is critical
to this co-ops.”
Solar United Neighbors of
West Virginia will be hosting
their 2019 Solar Congress at
the Charleston Coliseum and
Convention Center April 27.
“This will be our fourth solar
congress, and the first in
Charleston,” Long said. “It
will be a free, educational
event with speakers and seminars.”
While climate change and
what to do about it remains a
hot debate topic in political
circles, Conant believes the
big boost for solar hasn’t
come from environmental
concerns, but from something
more basic: people’s desire to
save money.
“I think ultimately what’s
going to fix climate change is
economics,” he said. “As renewable energy becomes
more and more affordable,
climate change will become a
moot point. Solar has popped
up all over the country from
California to Maine. It happens in different states at different times. This is West Virginia’s time.”
More information about Solar United Neighbors of West
Virginia can be found at
www.solarunitedneighbors.org/
westvirginia.
Robert Saunders can be
reached at bsaunders@cnpapers.com

